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Abstract

Bike-sharing systems are gaining popularity not only as a sustainable means of smart transportation in urban environments, but also as a challenging case study that offers interesting run-time optimization problems. As a case study within Quanticol, we have observed how such systems possess a wide variety of different features. We have therefore applied variability analysis to define a family of bike-sharing systems, covering the specification of a discrete feature model, specification of several non-functional quantitative properties, and behavioural specifications. Subsequently, we have sought support in available tools, establishing a tool chain of (academic) tools each covering a different aspect of the system, from feature modelling to product derivation and from quantitative evaluation of the attributes of products to model checking value-passing modal specifications. The tool chain was experimented to complement more sophisticated product-based analyses. This technical report collects the complete specifications of the models that were used in the tool chain.

1 Introduction

In 

[2, 3, 5, 6], we presented a case study for Quanticol by defining a family of bike-sharing systems that involved the specification of a discrete feature model, the specification of several kinds of non-functional quantitative properties, and behavioural specifications. In particular, in [6] we established a tool chain of (academic) tools each covering a different aspect of the system, from feature modelling to product derivation and from quantitative evaluation of the attributes of products to model checking value-passing modal specifications. The tools included are S.P.L.O.T. [12], FeatureIDE [16], Clafer [1] and ClaferMOO [14], and VMC [4, 7].

This technical report collects the complete specifications of the models that were used in the tool chain and as such it forms a companion to [6]. It moreover forms a reference for those interested in a case study combining discrete features, non-functional quantitative properties and behavioral specifications with safety properties, in which both the discrete domain features and the non-functional properties were derived from analysis of an actual industrial case. For this we collaborated with “PisaMo S.p.A. azienda per la mobilità pisana”, an in-house public mobility company of the Municipality of Pisa, that recently introduced the public BSS CicloPi in the city of Pisa.

2 Feature models of a bike-sharing system

To develop a feature model of a bike-sharing system we performed a requirements elicitation in the form of text mining documents from the literature describing current bike-sharing systems [8, 13] and the bike-sharing system of Pisa [10, 15]. This allowed us to extract the main features of bike-sharing systems and to identify their commonalities and variabilities. This led to bikes equipped with an optional localization feature (RFID or GPS) and an optional antithieves feature (which requires GPS...
though), parking stations with a capacity that is either fixed permanent or fixed portable or flexible, optional maintenance and redistribution of bikes, and an optional incentive scheme based on rewards.

2.1 Feature model of a bike-sharing system in S.P.L.O.T.

S.P.L.O.T. [12] allows to edit, debug, analyze, configure, share, and download feature models. In particular, it allows to save models online to consult them later or to export them in the Simple XML Feature Model (SXFM) format, which is a concise textual format. It does not allow code generation, nor does it provide a way to render feature models in the graphical FODA syntax [11]. The main reason for which we decided to specify the feature model also in S.P.L.O.T. is that it is a de facto standard for sharing feature models publicly (its feature model repository currently has nearly 400 entries).

<feature_model name="Bikesharing">
<meta>
  <data name="description">Bike-sharing system</data>
  <data name="creator">S. Gnesi</data>
  <data name="address"></data>
  <data name="email">gnesi@isti.cnr.it</data>
  <data name="phone"></data>
  <data name="website"></data>
  <data name="organization">ISTI-CNR, Italy</data>
  <data name="department"></data>
  <data name="date"></data>
  <data name="reference"></data>
</meta>
<feature_tree>
  :r Bikesharing(_r)
    :o Status(_r_1) [1,*]
      :g (_r_1_7) [1,*]
        : RTInfoWeb(_r_1_7_8)
        : AllBikesNow(_r_1_7_9)
    :m Bike(_r_2)
      :o Localization(_r_2_10)
        :g (_r_2_10_11) [1,*]
          : GPS(_r_2_10_11_12)
          : RFID(_r_2_10_11_13)
      :o Antithieves(_r_2_14)
    :m DockingStation(_r_3)
      :g (_r_3_15) [1,1]
        : Fixed(_r_3_15_16)
        : FixedPortable(_r_3_15_17)
        : Flexible(_r_3_15_18)
    :o Maintenance(_r_4)
    :o Redistribution(_r_5)
      :o Reward(_r_5_19)
    :m Users(_r_6)
      :m AccessMgmtSys(_r_6_20)
        :g (_r_6_20_21) [1,*]
          : SmartCard(_r_6_20_21_22)
          : SmartPhone(_r_6_20_21_23)
          : Keycard(_r_6_20_21_24)
2.2 Feature model of a bike-sharing system in FeatureIDE

FeatureIDE [16] is a tool that does allow to generate feature models in the graphical FODA syntax as well as code (Java or C++), starting from a feature model. It accepts feature models in an XML format and it offers the automatic conversion of SXFM files (i.e. feature models created with S.P.L.O.T.).
<struct>
  <and name="Redistribution">
    <feature name="Reward"/>
  </and>
  <and name="Users">
    <and name="AccessMgmtSys">
      <or name="Or_Group_2">
        <feature name="SmartCard"/>
        <feature name="SmartPhone"/>
        <feature name="Keycard"/>
      </or>
    </and>
  </and>
  <and name="UserRegistration">
    <or name="Or_Group_3">
      <and name="KioskReg">
        <feature name="TouchScreen"/>
        <feature name="KeycardReader"/>
        <feature name="CreditCards"/>
        <feature name="KeycardDispenser"/>
      </and>
      <feature name="DockStat"/>
      <feature name="WebReg"/>
    </or>
  </and>
</struct>

<constraints>
  <rule>
    <disj>
      <not>
        <var>AllBikesNow</var>
      </not>
      <var>GPS</var>
    </disj>
  </rule>
  <rule>
    <disj>
      <var>GPS</var>
      <not>
        <var>Antithieves</var>
      </not>
    </disj>
  </rule>
  <rule>
    <disj>
      <var>Keycard</var>
      <not>
        <var>KeycardDispenser</var>
      </not>
    </disj>
  </rule>
</constraints>
<rule>
  <disj>
    <not>
      <var>Keycard</var>
    </not>
    <var>KeycardReader</var>
  </disj>
</rule>

<rule>
  <disj>
    <not>
      <var>Keycard</var>
    </not>
    <var>KeycardDispenser</var>
  </disj>
</rule>

<featureOrder userDefined="true">
  <feature name="Bikesharing"/>
  <feature name="Status"/>
  <feature name="Or_Group"/>
  <feature name="RTInfoWeb"/>
  <feature name="AllBikesNow"/>
  <feature name="Bike"/>
  <feature name="Localization"/>
  <feature name="Or_Group_1"/>
  <feature name="GPS"/>
  <feature name="RFID"/>
  <feature name="Antithieves"/>
  <feature name="DockingStation"/>
  <feature name="Alt_Group"/>
  <feature name="Fixed"/>
  <feature name="FixedPortable"/>
  <feature name="Flexible"/>
  <feature name="Maintenance"/>
  <feature name="Redistribution"/>
  <feature name="Reward"/>
  <feature name="Users"/>
  <feature name="AccessMgmtSys"/>
  <feature name="Or_Group_2"/>
  <feature name="SmartCard"/>
  <feature name="SmartPhone"/>
  <feature name="Keycard"/>
  <feature name="UserRegistration"/>
  <feature name="Or_Group_3"/>
  <feature name="KioskReg"/>
  <feature name="TouchScreen"/>
  <feature name="CreditCards"/>
  <feature name="KeycardDispenser"/>
  <feature name="KeycardReader"/>
</featureOrder>
2.3 Attributed feature model of a bike-sharing system in Clafer

In the context of Quanticol we are specifically interested also in quantitative analyses of bike-sharing systems, in the sense that we consider the behaviour of the components of a bike-sharing system to exhibit variability not only in the kind of features they possess, but also in the quantitative (non-functional) characteristics of their features. To model this, we can add attributes and quantitative constraints among attributes and features to our bike-sharing system specification and then perform quantitative analyses, i.e. we model and analyze attributed feature models. Neither S.P.L.O.T. nor FeatureIDE currently cater for attributed feature models.

Clafer [1, 14] is a lightweight textual modelling language for software (product lines) that allows to specify attributed feature models. It moreover allows the automatic translation of files in S.P.L.O.T.’s SXFM format into Clafer’s CFR format. After translation, we annotated the features of the feature model of the bike-sharing system with attributes and defined global quantitative constraints over these attributes. We limited this to the cost and customer satisfaction and, in specific cases, capacity and security. Consequently, the global constraints aim to minimize the total cost of a configuration (product) and at the same time maximize customer satisfaction, capacity, and security of a bike-sharing system. We obtained realistic numbers for the costs and security from documents from companies that sell bike-sharing systems (obtained via PisaMo) and kept their ratio in our model. The numbers for customer satisfaction stem from discussions with PisaMo. We had to reduce the Clafer specification by leaving out the entire Users feature and its subfeatures, the reason being that ClaferMOOVisualizer [14] currently runs out of memory in case of too large models.

This ClaferMOO extension of Clafer was specifically introduced to support attributed feature models as well as the resulting complex multi-objective optimization goals. A multi-objective optimization problem has a set of solutions, known as the Pareto front, that represents the trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives. Intuitively, a Pareto-optimal solution is thus such that no objective can be improved without worsening another objective. A set of Pareto-optimal variants generated by ClaferMOO can be visualized (as a multi-dimensional space of optimal variants) and explored interactively in ClaferMOOVisualizer, which was specifically designed to support SPL scenarios. The tool can help understand differences among variants, establish their positioning with respect to various quality dimensions, select the most desirable variants, possibly by resolving trade-offs, and understand the impact that changes made during a product line’s evolution have on a variant’s quality dimensions.

abstract Feature
  customersat : integer
  cost : integer

abstract SecurityFeature : Feature
  security : integer

abstract CapacityFeature : Feature
  capacity : integer

abstract Bikesharing
  or Status : Feature ?
    [ customersat = 0 ]
    [ cost = 0 ]
RTInfoWeb : Feature
  [ customersat = 10 ]
  [ cost = 5 ]

AllBikesNow : Feature
  [ customersat = 20 ]
  [ cost = 10 ]

Bike : SecurityFeature
  [ customersat = 0 ]
  [ cost = 0 ]
  [ security = 0 ]
or Localization : SecurityFeature ?
  [ customersat = 0 ]
  [ cost = 0 ]
  [ security = 0 ]

RFID : SecurityFeature
  [ customersat = 10 ]
  [ cost = 10 ]
  [ security = 1 ]

GPS : SecurityFeature
  [ customersat = 15 ]
  [ cost = 15 ]
  [ security = 2 ]

Antithieves : SecurityFeature ?
  [ customersat = 5 ]
  [ cost = 7 ]
  [ security = 4 ]

xor DockingStation : CapacityFeature
  [ customersat = 0 ]
  [ cost = 0 ]
  [ capacity = 0]

Fixed : CapacityFeature
  [ customersat = 17 ]
  [ cost = 30 ]
  [ capacity = 10]

FixedPortable: CapacityFeature
  [ customersat = 20 ]
  [ cost = 35 ]
  [ capacity = 10]

Flexible: CapacityFeature
  [ customersat = 23 ]
  [ cost = 40 ]
  [ capacity = 20]

Maintenance : Feature ?
  [ customersat = 15 ]
  [ cost = 10 ]

Redistribution : Feature ?
  [ customersat = 15 ]
  [ cost = 10 ]

Reward : Feature ?
  [ customersat = 5 ]
  [ cost = 10 ]
3 Behavioural models of bike-sharing systems in VMC

We first model a simple bike-sharing system with the possibility of having a dynamic redistribution scheme as an optional feature in §3.1 followed by the addition of a user in §3.2. Without loss of generality, we assume in both cases a bike-sharing station with 2 as its maximum capacity.

Inspired by [9], we consequently model a possibly infinite number of users that take a bike from station $I$ to station $J$. Initially, station $I$ has $N$ bikes, which it delivers (when available) to a requesting user or accepts from a returning user. If the station receives more than $M$ bikes, the exceeding $N-M$ bikes are distributed to station $J$. Station $I$ must accept all bikes distributed by other stations or returned by a user (possibly for redistribution). It could easily be extended to $N$ stations and $K$ groups of users that take a bike from one station to another. We consider the case of one user group in §3.3 and that for two user groups in §3.4.

We specify these behavioural models of a family of bike-sharing systems in the value-passing modal process algebra accepted by VMC v6.0, which is formally defined in [6]. Processes can pass and receive integer parameter values (and store them in a variable preceded by a `?'), actions can be optional in which case they are typed `may', and nondeterministic choice can be guarded by a comparison of values. A system definition must be complemented with a top term of the form `net SYSTEM = P', where $P$ is the initial process (or composition of processes). Synchronous parallel composition is parametrized by the actions `/.../` to synchronize.

3.1 A docking station with capacity 2

Station(X) = request.StationBikeRequested(X)
StationBikeRequested(Y) =
  [Y<1] (nobike.Station(Y) + redistribute(may).Station(Y+2) ) +
  [Y>0] givebike.Station(Y-1)

net BSS = Station(2)

3.2 A docking station with capacity 2 and a user

Station(X) = request.StationBikeRequested(X)
StationBikeRequested(Y) =
  [Y<1] (nobike.Station(Y) + redistribute(may).Station(Y+2) ) +
  [Y>0] givebike.Station(Y-1)

net BSS = Station(2) /request,givebike,nobike,redistribute/ User

3.3 Two docking stations with capacity N and one group of users

Station(I,N,J,M) =
  request(I).
  ( [N=0] nobike(I).Station(I,N,J,M) +
    [N>0] givebike(I).Station(I,N-1,J,M) ) +
  deliver(I).Station(I,N+1,J,M) +
  redistribute(may,?FROM,?TO,?K).
  ( [TO = I] Station(I,N+K,J,M) +
    [TO /= I] Station(I,N,J,M) ) +
  [N > M] redistribute(may,I,J,N-M).Station(I,M,J,M)

Users(I,J) =
  request(I).
  ( givebike(I).deliver(J).Users(I,J) +
    nobike(I).Users(I,J) )

net STATIONS = Station(s1,2,s2,2) /redistribute/ Station(s2,2,s1,2)
net USERS = Users(s1,s2)
net BSS = STATIONS /request,givebike,nobike,deliver/ USERS

3.4 Two docking stations with capacity N and two groups of users

Station(I,N,J,M) =
  request(I).
  ( [N=0] nobike(I).Station(I,N,J,M) +
    [N>0] givebike(I).Station(I,N-1,J,M) ) +
  deliver(I).Station(I,N+1,J,M) +
  redistribute(may,?FROM,?TO,?K).
  ( [TO = I] Station(I,N+K,J,M) +
    [TO /= I] Station(I,N,J,M) ) +
  [N > M] redistribute(may,I,J,N-M).Station(I,M,J,M)

Users(I,J) =
  request(I).
  ( givebike(I).deliver(J).Users(I,J) +
    nobike(I).Users(I,J) )

net STATIONS = Station(s1,2,s2,2) /redistribute/ Station(s2,2,s1,2)
net USERS = Users(s1,s2) // Users(s2,s1)
net BSS = STATIONS /request,givebike,nobike,deliver/ USERS
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